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ABSTRACT

Diabetic foot ulceration is a major complication for patients with diabetes mellitus. Approximately 15% to
25% of patients with Type I and Type II diabetes eventually develop feet ulcers. If not adequately treated,
these ulcers may lead to foot infection, and ultimately to total (or partial) lower extremity amputation, which
means a great loss in health-related quality of life. The incidence of foot ulcers may be prevented by early
identification and subsequent treatment of pre-signs of ulceration, such as callus formation, redness, fissures,
and blisters. Therefore, frequent examination of the feet is necessary, preferably on a daily basis. However,
self-examination is difficult or impossible due to consequences of the diabetes. Moreover, frequent examination
by health care professionals is costly and not feasible. The objective of our project is to develop an intelligent
telemedicine monitoring system that can be deployed at the patients’ home environment for frequent examination
of patients feet, to timely detect pre-signs of ulceration. The current paper reports the preliminary results of
an implementation of a photometric stereo imaging system to detect 3D geometric abnormalities of the skin
surfaces of foot soles. Using a flexible experimental setup, the system parameters such as number and positions
of the illuminators have been selected so as to optimize the performance with respect to reconstructed surface.
The system has been applied to a dummy foot sole. Finally, the curvature on the resulting 3D topography of
the foot sole is implemented to show the feasibility of detecting the pre-signs of ulceration using photometric
stereo imaging. The obtained results indicate clinical potential of this technology for detecting the pre-signs of
ulceration on diabetic feet soles.

Keywords: Photometric stereo imaging (PSI), Surface Normal Reconstruction, Surface Albedo, Diabetic Foot
Ulceration, Pre-Ulceration Detection, Telemedicine

1. INTRODUCTION

Diabetes Mellitus (DM) is one of the most common chronic diseases in nearly all countries, and continues to
increase in numbers and significance. There were 194 million people suffering from DM worldwide in 2004,1 and
this number is expected to grow to 439 million by 2030.2 Moreover, many patients with DM are affected by
vascular and neurological complications in lower extremities. These conditions significantly increase the risk of
developing foot ulcers. Approximately 15% to 25% of patients with DM eventually develop foot ulcers.3 If not
adequately treated, these ulcers may lead to foot infection, and ultimately to total (or partial) lower extremity
amputation, which means a great loss in health-related quality of life.

It has been shown that >85% of all lower extremity amputations in patient with DM resulted from foot
ulcerations.4 The onset of diabetic foot ulcers may be prevented by early identification and subsequent treatment
of pre-signs of ulceration, such as callus formation, redness, fissures, and blisters. This early identification
depends on frequent risk assessment, preferably on a daily basis especially for high-risk patients.5 Even though
risk assessment of diabetic patients and monitoring of foot status are part of international guidelines on the
management and prevention of the diabetic foot,5 frequent assessment is not always possible. Self-examination
is difficult or impossible due to the consequences of the diabetes, and frequent examination by health care
professionals is costly and not feasible. Thus, any initiative that may overcome these limitations, contribute
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to automated detection of the early warning signs, and be non-invasive, non-interactive and easy in use should
be supported and implemented in diabetic feet care.6 The ultimate objective of our project is to develop an
intelligent telemedicine monitoring system that can be deployed at the patients’ home environment for frequent
examination of the patients’ feet, to detect pre-signs of ulceration in a timely manner.

To this end, 3D surface reconstruction is essential in our desired telemedicine system, which can reveal the
local 3D deformations of the skin surface, and then provide the information about the surface textures. These
textures are either caused by geometrical variations of the surface (e.g. papillary lines, fissures, abundant callus)
or by radiometrical variations (i.e. pigment variations). The assumption is that these textures can help to
detect the (pre-signs of) ulceration in time to avoid the ulceration. Although there are already some laser foot
scanners of the surface deformation in foot orthotics, such kind of scanners always require the subjects to stand
on the scanners or press the feet against the scanners. The pressure on the foot skin surface can affect the skin
local geometry. Thus, a 3D surface acquisition technique which can obtain the foot images without pressure
on the skin is preferable for detecting the local 3D surface textures. Therefore, photometric stereo imaging is
implemented in our project, which is a well established and affordable technique for 3D surface reconstruction.
There are two typical tasks for reconstruction from photometric stereo imaging, which are:

• surface normal and albedo reconstruction from several images (usually three or more) obtained with dif-
ferent illumination sources under the same view point (camera);

• visible 3D surface reconstruction from the surface normal.

Using this imaging setup, one can get not only the local 3D deformations of the surface, but also the color
property variations of the surface. Both modalities can help to achieve small local textures that can be used to
detect and classify (pre-signs of) ulcerations.

In this study, we have built an experimental setup for photometric stereo imaging, with 12 illumination
sources and one color CCD camera. Based on the acquired color images and the reconstruction results, the
necessary number of illuminations was determined for further processing. From the selected images, surface
normal and albedo reconstructions were performed and the surface depth map from the reconstructed surface
normal was obtained. Finally, a surface analysis on the resulted 3D topography of the foot sole was implemented
to investigate the feasibility to distinguish the small local differences for detecting pre-signs of ulceration using
photometric stereo imaging. The obtained results indicate clinical potential of this technology for detecting the
pre-signs of ulceration on diabetic feet soles.

The rest of this paper proceeds as follows: in the next section, studies on predicting diabetic feet ulcerations
and an overview of photometric stereo technique will be discussed. The photometric stereo imaging experimental
setup and the image acquisition done with it can be found in Section 3, while the reconstruction procedure and
results will be presented in Section 4. In Section 5, the analysis of the reconstructed surface is then provided,
followed by a discussion about the implications, potentials and limitations in Section 6.

2. RELATED WORK

In this section, the studies on diabetic feet ulceration predictions with different imaging techniques will be
reviewed. An overview of photometric stereo imaging technique and the reconstruction methods, as well.

2.1 Imaging Techniques on Diabetic Foot Ulceration Prevention

Pre-signs of ulceration in diabetic foot include redness, increased local skin temperature,6 thickening of the skin,
fissures, blisters and abundant callus formation, all of which are physical features that enable a physician to
diagnose the foot and to locate risk areas.3,5,7 So far, there are three different imaging techniques that are used
in predicting the diabetic foot ulceration, which are infrared imaging, photographic imaging, and hyperspectral
imaging.
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Infrared Imaging Studies show that there is a relationship between increased temperature and foot com-
plications in diabetes. Increased temperature may be detected up to one week before a foot ulceration
forms. Foot temperatures vary between patients and depend on ambient temperature and level of ac-
tivity.8 Therefore, a standardized reference is required for defining ‘increased temperature’. The most
common used criteria is as follows: if the temperature difference of the corresponding area of the right
and left foot is more than 2.2◦C, there is a high risk of infection or ulceration on the diabetic feet. Pilot
studies that have been done on temperature measurement for diagnosis of foot problems fall in three cat-
egories: a) infrared (IR) thermometer (local measurement),6,9 b) liquid crystal thermography (LCT),10,11

and c) traditional IR camera systems.12 The studies indicate that the incidence of the foot ulcerations
could be reduced, whereby the lower amputations. However, the researchers also admit that a further in-
terpretation of the results requires more time and health care resources.6 Moreover, although in the recent
decade, much research has been done in this area, there are still no guidelines for thermal assessment of
the diabetic foot disorders. There is merely limited usage of the thermal technique for diabetic feet in a
handful of countries.8,13

Photographic Imaging A photographic foot sole imager for home monitoring purposes was developed and
evaluated. This device consisted of a digital RGB camera, an illuminator and a transmitter/receiver
incorporated into a plastic housing. Photographic images of the feet soles were acquired with a reproducible
and calibrated camera. Within the project, a series of 15 devices has been manufactured and tested. The
evaluation results show that ulcerations can be diagnosed from photographs in a valid and reliable manner,
but that the detection of pre-signs of ulcerations was more difficult.14,15 Besides, the resolution of the
images were just about the limit to resolve the individual papillary lines on the foot sole. As a result, image
registration and alignment of two consecutive images was thereby not accurate enough.16,17 This hinders
automatic image analysis based on change detection. The conclusion can be driven that the photographic
images do not carry sufficient information for reliable, automatic diagnosis of foot complications in diabetic
patients. Thus, a more sophisticated scanning system of the foot is required.

Hyperspectral Imaging Changes in large vessels and microcirculation of the diabetic foot play an important
role in the development of foot ulcerations and their subsequent failure to heal. Actually, 10 to 40% of
diabetic patients are affected by peripheral vascular disease. Studies indicate that for a diabetic patient,
a) the hyperaemic response of the foot skin to heating or minor trauma, b) the endothelia and vascular
smooth function, and c) the nerve function, are impaired, especially for patients with diabetic neuropathy.7

These vascular impairments may increase the risk of ulcerations and prohibit the healing response.
In recent years, medical hyperspectral imaging technique was developed as a novel noninvasive diagnostic
tool to quantify the haemoglobin oxygenation,18–20 to predict diabetic ulceration incidence18 or healing.19,20

These studies indicate that the oxygen saturation of haemoglobin is lower in the foot skin of diabetic patients
than that of healthy people. In presence of diabetic neuropathy, such abnormality is accentuated. Thus,
oxygen delivery to the tissues is reduced. The conclusion from the pilot research is that the hyperspectral
imaging has the capability to identify microvascular abnormalities and tissue oxygenation in the diabetic
foot, and thus to predict ulceration incidence.
The studies described above were limited to the analysis of the oxygenation changes in diabetic feet.
Recently, a forward21 and inverse22 method extended the analysis on hyperspectral imaging results of
diabetic feet to simultaneously determine a) the melanin concentration, b) the thickness of the epidermis,
c) the volume of the fraction, d) the scattering coefficient of the feet sole skin, and e) the oxygen saturation
of the blood in dermis. Their methods work well in predicting the ulcerations under abundant callus.23,24

Some experts in diabetes still doubt whether the microvascular impairment is responsible for the diabetic
feet ulcerations,7 although they admit that revascularization can help to cure the microvascular abnormal-
ities in diabetic foot. Therefore, hyperspectral imaging can be a promising, noninvasive diagnosis tool for
diabetic feet ulceration, but still it needs more research and resources to prove that.

2.2 Overview of Photometric Stereo Technique
Photometric stereo imaging was first introduced for Lambertian surfaces reconstruction in which two images
were used to solve the reflectance function for recovering the surface gradients.25 Over the past three decades,
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extensive researches on more robust methods have been reported. For the reason that the simple Lambertian
model oversimplifies the performance of the objects in the real world, the resulted surface reconstruction can be
erroneous, especially when highlights or shadows exist in the acquired images. Most of these studies focused on
solving this inherent difficulties of the traditional photometric stereo technique.

Photometric stereo technique with four light sources was proposed and extended.26–28 This method over-
determines the local surface orientation and albedo (three degrees of freedom) and the residual of some least-
squares solution can be used to determine whether problematic intensities exist or not. However, these methods
fail when there are two or more shadows for one pixel in the recordings. Moreover, they are sensitive to noise
caused by violations to the Lambertian model.

In a five-source photometric stereo imaging system,29 the highest and lowest intensities for each pixel was
simply discarded to avoid highlight and shadows. However, it can cause a significant loss of useful information.

Based on the four-source method,28 a six-source photometric stereo method was proposed12,30 to make sure
there are at least three lights illuminating every location on a unit illumination sphere. Besides, there is a double-
check for the shadowed pixels so that the second shadow will not be a big problem in the reconstruction. The
six-source photometric stereo method worked well for some simple, convex objects. But the authors admitted
that additional light sources would be necessary for more complex objects. In 2010, a reconstruction algorithm
with an arbitrary number of illuminants was proposed.31 This is the reconstruction method used in our study.
Details about this implementation can be found in Section 4.

So far, the photometric stereo imaging and reconstruction technique has been used in many applications, for
example, face and fingerprints reconstruction and recognition in biometrics,32–34 cartridge cases surface recon-
struction in forensics,35 surface reconstruction of artist paintings36 and melanin segmentation in dermatology,37

etc. But as to the authors’ knowledge, there has been no study on detecting pre-signs of ulceration on diabetic
foot using photometric stereo technique . Our study will concentrate on the relevance and possibilities of this
method for this specific purpose.

2.2.1 Reconstruction Principle

For a point P on a Lambertian surface, with surface normal n and albedo ρ, the brightness of the surface point
under each illumination i (i = 1 · · ·K; K is the number of the illuminations) can be described by the Bi-direction
Reflectance Function (BRDF), as follows:

Bi(P ) =
ρ(P )n(P )si(P )

|r(P )|2 (1)

where r is the distance vector and si(P ) = μili(P ) is the illumination vector, pointing from the point P to the
illumination source. Here li(P ) represents the illumination direction and μi is a parameter proportional to the
strength of the light.

In photometric stereo imaging, we usually assume that both the camera and the light sources are set at
infinity from the object surface. The coordinate system is chosen such that the imaging plane coincides with the
xy−plane and the z−axis coincides with the optical axis, as shown in Figure 1. Assuming that the intensity of
the pixel is proportional to the brightness, we get

Ii(x, y) = kBi(x, y) = k
ρn(x, y)si(P )

|r(P )|2
= ρ(x, y)n(x, y) · ksi

= ρ(x, y)n(x, y)vi (2)

where k is the ratio and vi = ksi.

If the photometric stereo imaging system contains K different illumination sources, then for each point on
the surface, we have

I(x, y) = ρ(x, y)n(x, y)V (3)
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Figure 1. Model of the Scene Geometry

where I and V are the intensity matrix and the illumination matrix, respectively.

If the illumination vectors si do not lie in the same plane and K = 3, matrix V can be inverted, giving:

V−1I(x, y) = ρ(x, y)n(x, y) (4)

Since n has unit length, one can estimate both the surface normal and albedo as follows:

ρ(x, y) = |V−1I(x, y)| (5)

n(x, y) =
1
ρ
V−1I(x, y) (6)

If K > 3, the illumination matrix V is not square and cannot be inverted directly. The surface normal and
albedo can be recovered following the least square estimation as:

ρ(x, y) = |(VTV)−1VT I(x, y)| (7)

n(x, y) =
1
ρ
(VTV)−1VT I(x, y) (8)

We assumed that surface of the object can be described by a 2D height function z = f(x, y). Let g(x, y, z) =
z − f(x, y) = 0, then:

∇g(x, y, z) = −∂f

∂x
i − ∂f

∂y
j + k (9)

For each point on the surface, we can define its gradient components as p(x, y) = ∂f
∂x , q(x, y) = ∂f

∂y , and the
normal unit vector n(x, y) as:

n(x, y) =
(−p(x, y),−q(x, y), 1)

√
p2(x, y) + q2(x, y) + 1

(10)

Then the surface heightmap can be evaluated as

f(u, v) =
∫ u

0

p dx +
∫ v

u

p dy (11)

This heightmap provides us the reconstruction of the 3D surface.
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Figure 2. Flowchart of implementing photometric stereo imaging for detecting pre-ulceration signs on diabetic feet.

3. PHOTOMETRIC STEREO IMAGING SETUP

The objective of the experiments presented in this paper is to investigate whether the photometric stereo tech-
nique is capable of reconstructing the foot skin surface accurately. Using the reconstruction results, surface
analysis can be done to determine whether it is sufficient for detecting local features on the feet surface and
whether it has potential for observing the pre-signs of ulceration. To conduct the experiment, we employed a
foot dummy as our measurement object. The basic steps of this study are given in Figure 2 and each steps will
be discussed in the following sections.

The experimental setup was built as shown in Figure 3, using one 1600 × 1200 pixel CCD multi-spectral
camera∗, 12 illumination sources and a foot dummy as an object. A wide angle f1.4/23mm lens is mounted in
the camera so that the 1600× 1200 image covers an area of 320mm× 240mm. The 12 power LED light sources
are mounted on a circle and the tilt angles of the light sources are equally spaced around the circle. The diameter
of the illumination circle is about 580mm. In order to keep the slant angle of the illumination source in the
interval of 30◦ ∼ 45◦, the distance between the illumination plate and the foot dummy was set to be 400mm.
In that case the slant angle of all the illuminants are the same as ≈ 35◦. The measurement object, foot dummy,
was built by shaping a mould around the foot of a living female volunteer with liquid latex. This substance
has sufficiently low viscosity to model the fine surface relief. After the mould dried, it is filled with with white
plaster. Finally, the surface of the dried plaster was painted with skin color. So the foot dummy is sufficient as
a static measurement object for our experiment. During the image acquisition, the foot dummy is illuminated
by one of the light sources each time and observed by the fixed camera.

(b) Experimental setup for
photometric stereo imaging

( )a Schematic of experimental setup

with 12 illuminations

(c) Illumination plate and
aperture for camera

(d) Example of tilting
the gray card

Slant
angle

tilt
angle

Figure 3. Photometric imaging setup with 12 illuminants. The experiments were carried out in a dark room, so there is
no influence from the ambient light.

For our experimental setup, the distance between the illumination plate and the object is not long enough
to make sure the light is uniformly distributed on the target surface. Thus, a Kodak R© R-27 18% gray card was

∗Art Innovation ARTIST Multi-spectral camera, DEMCON Advanced Products BV, Oldenzaal, The Netherlands,
www.art-innovation.nl
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used to calibrate the light directions and brightness distribution on the surface before actual measurements took
place. For a gray card, the surface normal and the albedo are already known. From Eq. 3, the illumination
matrix V can be easily derived for each pixel on the gray card. During the calibration, the gray card was tilted
to four different angels as, for example, shown in Figure 3-(d), having 30◦ to the vertical and/or horizontal plane.
For every tilt angle, one image of the gray card would be taken under each illumination source.

4. SURFACE RECONSTRUCTION

We implemented the reconstruction algorithm proposed by Argyriou et al.31 to obtain the reconstructed surface
albedo and the 3D surface of the foot dummy with the images from our photometric stereo imaging setup
introduced in Section 3.

The photometric stereo technique with an arbitrary number, K, illuminants was developed based on the 4-
source photometric stereo method.28 The assumptions are: for acquired gray-level images a) there is no ambient
light present during the image acquisition, which is true for our case. b) There is only one highlight in all the
K obtained pixel intensities from K different illuminants, and there can be more than one shadows present in
the K pixel values. The flowchart of the algorithm can be found in Figure 4. For color photometric stereo
reconstruction, the steps in the flow chart are repeated for each color channel. Theoretically, the three calculated
values for a given surface normal should be the same. However, in practice there is usually some slight variation
as there is always some noise in the acquired images.37 To reduce the errors, the mean of the three calculated
surface normal values is used as the reconstruction results. And then, the composite albedos can be recalculated
using Eq.8 for each color channel.

As shown, there is an error check step for determining whether the K obtained intensities tuple for each pixel
is problematic or not. The principle of this error check is that we have an over-determined system of equations.
This offers the possibility of checking whether the residuals are not too large. This principle is implemented as
follows: the vectors of the orthogonal basis of the illuminations space are stacked row-wise to form a (K −3)×K
matrix, A.

If we consider the K-tuple of the intensities which contains some errors E:

Ĩ = I + E = Vρn + E (12)

And if we project the intensity matrix Ĩ to on this orthogonal subspace A, we will have:

AĨ = AVρn + AE (13)

with AV = 0, the projection of the intensity matrix actually is left with the projection of the errors P = AE.

According to the flow chart, a predefined threshold value in the check function is required to determine
whether tuple of a pixel contains defected pixel intensities (shadowed or highlighted) or not. According to
Argyriou et al.,31 the threshold may need to be defined using set of training data. Barsky and Petrou stated in
their four-source PSI that the threshold should be TV ≈ 0.02 ∼ 0.04.28 Thus, we chose TV = 0.03 for our study
here.

It is difficult to decide how many illumination sources are needed because we do not have ground truth for
the measurement object. If the acquisition time is too long, the patient will move its foot during the image
acquisition. This will cause motion artifacts between the images. And such artifacts are difficult to restore.
Thus, we need to make the duration of the data acquisition as short as possible by means of reducing the number
of illumination sources, while the reconstruction result is still sufficiently accurate. In this study, the number of
illumination sources is determined using the reconstruction obtained with 12 illuminants as ground truth. Then
the illumination sources were reduced to check the root mean square errors regarding to the ‘ground truth’. The
comparison results of the reconstruction with different combinations of the illumination source with different
number of illuminants are shown in Figure 5, according to which the number of illumination was decided to be
eight. The reconstruction was done with the chosen 8 illuminants and the corresponding images. The results
are shown in Figure 6.
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Function: check whether there is

some problem in the tuple:

Calculate the orthogonal

basis matrix A

Calculate the projection

error AIP �

The illumination matrix L and

the intensity matrix I

Compare norm ( P ) with

the threshold
L

T

Repeat for each of

the pixel

Q input images and Q

illuminations sources

Discard the first value

Rank the pixel intensities in

descending order (reform)

Reform the illumination matrix L

and the intensity matrix I

Is it a problematic

tuple?

(Function check)

Discard the last intensity value and

corresponding illumination

The number of

remaining

intensities >3?

Add the first

intensity values

YES

YES

NO

NO

Do reconstruction with the

remaining intensities and

illumination

Reform the illumination matrix L

and the intensity matrix I

Discard the

first value

Is it a problematic

tuple?

(Function check)

YES

NO

Figure 4. The flowchart of the photometric stereo reconstruction with arbitrary illuminants.
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Figure 5. Root mean square errors for reconstructed albedos and surface normals with different combinations of different
number of illuminants. The combinations of the illumination were chosen to make sure the illuminants symmetric. As
shown, the errors for surface normal and albedo reconstructions with 10 illuminants are the least. For 8 illuminants,
the errors increase by about 0.005 for albedo reconstruction and 0.01 pixel for normal reconstruction. But the errors
for reconstruction with 6 illuminants increase dramatically (0.025 for albedo reconstruction and 0.12 pixel for normal
reconstruction). To make a trade-off between the accuracy and the number of the illuminants, the fourth combination of
8 illuminants was chosen to do our reconstruction. In the near future the final setup will contain 8 symmetric illuminants
on a circle.
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( )a Surface albedo

(b) RGB coded  surface normal

(d)  the top views of the reconstructed 3D surface (Gouraud
shading) from different sides

(c) contour display of the
reconstructed height map

Figure 6. Reconstruction results. From the reconstructed albedo we can clearly see the color difference on the whole feet
surface. Besides in the reconstructed 3D surface, the papillary lines can be observed as well as some small dimples on the
surface of the foot dummy.

5. SURFACE ANALYSIS

The reconstructed 3D surface is rich in local structural features. Thus, the surface curvature maps, which uniquely
characterize the local shape of a surface, are used as 3D representations. The surface curvature properties have
been widely used to represent and recognize various surfaces. Properties such as mean and Gaussian curvatures
are also used to classify points on a surface to different classes.38,39

For a surface patch represented by X(u, v) = (u, v, f(u, v)), Gaussian curvature (K) and mean curvature (H)
are calculated as follows:

K(X) =
fuufvv − f2

uv

1 + f2
u + f2

v

and H(X) =
(1 + f2

u)fvv + (1 + f2
v )fuu − 2fufvfuv

(1 + f2
u + f2

v )3/2
(14)

where, fu , fv and fuu,fvv, fuv are first and second order partial derivatives of f(u, v). Once the values of K
and H are found at every point on the 3D surface, the principal curvatures k1 and k2 can be determined as:

k1, k2 = H ±
√

H2 − K (15)

In practice, these principal curvature values are computed at every pixel by fitting a Gaussian surface over a local
neighborhood and then estimating the first and second derivatives of the surface. The window size of calculating
the curvature need to be carefully chosen. When the size is too small, the curvature estimation will be sensitive
to noise, while the size is too large, it can smooth the image and we will lose details on the surface. Empirically,
the size of the window for our experiments was set as 7 × 7.
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To represent the curvature of every point on the 3D surface of the foot sole by a scalar value, we utilized the
curvedness (C) introduced in.38 The positive value C is a measure of how sharply or gently curved a point is.
It is defined in terms of principal curvatures k1 and k2 , as:

C =
√

(k2
1 + k2

2)/2 (16)

Thus a scalar value of curvature is obtained for every point on the 3D reconstructed surface and this can be
stored in a 2D matrix and can be shown as an image, as Figure 7. From this, we can clearly see papillary lines
and some holes (white spots on the foot sole) on the curvature of the foot sole which can be used as the feature
for classification and feature matching in the future experiments with real patients’ feet images.

Figure 7. The surface Curvature obtained from the 3D surface reconstruction

6. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, a brief introduction of our project was given first. Then, a review on the imaging techniques
applied on predicting diabetic foot ulceration followed. To build an intelligent telemedicine system to detect the
per-signs of ulceration automatically, a 3D surface acquisition technique is desirable. Such technique can reveal
the local surface textures and then help to predict the diabetic foot ulceration. To this end, photometric stereo
imaging is implemented in our project.

In this study, we have built an experimental setup to investigate the feasibility of applying photometric
stereo imaging to reconstruct the 3D surface of feet by using a foot dummy as an object. So far, the surface
reconstruction of the foot dummy (Figure 6) and the surface curvature analysis done on the reconstruction
(Figure 7) are promising for detecting the local surface features. In Figures 6 and 7, the papillary lines and
dimples on the surface of the foot dummy can be obviously observed. Thus, we can conclude that the 3D surface
obtained from the photometric stereo imaging setup built in our lab is capable of capturing the surface textures
using the reconstructed 3D surface.

In the near future, the photometric stereo imaging setup will be applied on real human feet to investigate
the feasibility of this technique for lively foot images acquisition and reconstruction. In the meantime, the
experimental setup will be further improved to make it more compact by reducing the number of illuminants,
while the reconstruction results are still sufficient to detect the local surface textures. Finally, an experimental
setup of photometric stereo imaging will be developed for clinical practice.
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